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View of the new main square to the Student Support Centre

View of the enlarged St Peter’s Square looking along the new shared surface boulevard

‘University’ entrance

‘Public’ entrance

Flexible public realm: spaces of different character flow through into a ‘publicly accessible’ ground floor

St Peter’s Square
& New Boulevard

New Main Square

New Student Support Centre

The PUBLIC REALM  
– a new piece of the city 

• A new gateway and a new identity to the  
university campus

• A unifying place where Preston and UCLan 
are woven together

• Places for people – a range of welcoming,  
accessible inclusive and digitally enabled spaces, 
a place for the cultivation of ideas, for happen-
ings, for art, and for ceremonies and festivals

• Placemaking that unites the building and 
landscape - the public realm extends into and 
through the building, whilst threads from the 
building reach out into the urban landscape
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The UNIVERSITY  
– a heart to the campus 

• An open front door – an  
inviting and welcoming  
public experience

• A transparent, inclusive and  
flexible environment

• A landmark place that trans- 
forms the campus experience

• A building grounded in the  
landscape, that spirals up to  
the light – a robust symbol of  
light and learning

Potential public realm

University space

2
Flexible space:  
a variety of learning environments
Coffee Shop
Other student support space

1
Student enquiries desk  
Student support services
Interview rooms
Group collaboration 
Student study space

UG
Gallery / event spaces
Social Interaction spaces
Café & Retail
Informal study space

G
Visitor reception
Informal study space

0 20m

3
The solar : contemplative study space
Inspiration zone
Roof terrace

At night architectural lighting strengthens and defines external spaces and enhances the building’s significance

Main entrance – transparency and glimpses of activity within, invite students and the public to enter from the public square

The new Student Support Centre bridges the levels – a public realm that runs through the ground floor levels, providing connectivity north to south
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An evolution in LEARNING 

• A variety of flexible learning spaces – supportive,  
collaborative, interactive, inspirational and reflective

• A sustainable beacon of light and learning  
– environmentally, socially, and economically sustainable

• An integrated place of social interaction
• Long life, loose fit:  future-proofed and flexible IT-enabled 

spaces that are responsive to organizational change

Vertical circulation through the building spirals up towards the light

Relaxing on the roof terrace with views over the city

The solar with its window to the sky

A light filled interior – the helical stairA variety of learning and study spaces



GREEN

SPACES

• providing legible routes and desire lines
• connecting places
• acknowledging buildings and features 

around the site
• creating an embedded route through  

the new building

DIFFUSION 

• referencing the origins of UCLan as the Institute for the Diffusion of 
Useful Knowledge – and the idea of diffusion and dissemination of 
knowledge – relating to the spreading of light – represented by a beacon, 
of light and learning, reaching out from the heart of the University.

• the diffusion of the public realm and the building - a place where 
UCLan and Preston interconnect

• the new building becomes a focal point and establishes a new  
identity to UCLan

• the urban landscape is reinforced by a narrative of threads reaching 
out from the rhythm of the building – a nod to Preston’s industrial  
cotton legacy

• strengthening of existing green networks
• defining a new welcoming and flexible 

public square to the south
• enhancing and redefining St Peter’s Square 

to the north
• providing new landscaping referencing the 

local geology and landscape

• establishing a new piece of the city
• creating a place where UCLan and  

Preston are woven together
• using the building form to reinforce  

the new public square and boulevard
• creating multi-functional and flexible spaces

ROUTES

THEMES

ENLIGHTENMENT 

• a translation of the UCLan motto ‘Ex solo ad solem’ – ‘From the 
ground to the sun’ – signifying a journey to the light through learning

• interpreted in the new building by a staircase to the light, a spiral of  
opportunity linking the different functions and environments, leading  
to an oculus, a view to the sun

• the promotion of transparency and legibility
• reinforcing related themes of groundedness – reflected in a building 

that is robust, secure and supportive

INFLECTION

• establishing a framework of structure and spaces that can  
accommodate different activities, functions and purposes – both  
inside and outside the building

• providing adaptable space that can flex and transform to suit  
varied requirements

• the creation of a setting that allows both the city and UCLan to  
engage – a place to sit, meet, pass through, watch, to see  
and be seen, and to accommodate a variety of different scale  
activities – from small events to exhibitions, to street markets and 
street theatre, to festivals, graduation ceremonies and processions

• the provision of an inspiring range of environments of different scale,  
of multi-use spaces – support space, informal work and meeting 
space, collaborative hubs, inspiration zones, spaces for interaction  
and integration, and quieter more reflective spaces

EVOLUTION

• expressing a sense of development, and the idea of an evolution  
in UCLan learning

• a flexible and adaptive environment that supports challenge and  
engagement, critical independent thinking, and collaborative and  
interactive learning

• space that is welcoming, accessible, flexible, inclusive and legible
• a sustainable environment that is inspirational and enabling,  

adaptable to change over time, robust and low maintenance  
– environmentally, socially, and economically sustainable

CONTEXT

new  
heart

Harrington 
Zone

Library 
Zone

Media 
Zone

Harris 
Zone

HEART & GATEWAY

• the formation of a gateway to the  
University campus

• creating an identity and a sense of place
• a hub to connect places
• a simple and refined palette of materials 

that are robust and sustainable, and  
contribute to environmental performance 
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